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mentor, the whirling dervish known as Shams of Tabriz—that together
explore the enduring power of Rumi's work. Ella Rubenstein is forty
years old and unhappily married when she takes a job as a reader for a
literary agent. Her first assignment is to read and report on Sweet
Blasphemy, a novel written by a man named Aziz Zahara. Ella is
mesmerized by his tale of Shams's search for Rumi and the dervish's role
in transforming the successful but unhappy cleric into a committed
mystic, passionate poet, and advocate of love. She is also taken with
Shams's lessons, or rules, that offer insight into an ancient philosophy
based on the unity of all people and religions, and the presence of love in
each and every one of us. As she reads on, she realizes that Rumi's story
mirrors her own and that Zahara—like Shams—has come to set her free.
The Ultimate Book of Spells - Pamela Ball 2012-11-01
When bigotry and power-mania take control, disaster always follows for
ordinary people - even when the power is wielded by the Church.
Witchcraft, of course, was seen as devil-worship. Those accused - over
100,000 people, mainly women, between 1450 and 1750 - were subjected
to the most bestial tortures and usually executed. Witch Hunt examines
t...
Yuck! Said the Yak - Alex English 2019-08
Alfie does not seem too worried when a yak appears at his house on a
bicycle, but when the yak says "Yuck!" to everything that Alfie offers him,
Alfie thinks he's very rude! This charmingly illustrated story about a
picky Yak helps young children learn to read with carefully leveled text.
The Life of Buddha - Asvaghosha 2003-04
Originally written in the First Century, A.D. by Asvaghosha. This may be
the oldest known story of the complete life of Buddha, having been
written in the first century AD. The author was an educated ecclesiastic
Buddhist who traveled throughout India collecting stories and traditions
relating to the Buddhas life. He was a famous preacher and musician
who then wove them into a Sanskrit poem which he performed musically
during his travels. The people of India delighted in this magical tale
whenever it was performed with the choir of musicians who traveled with
him. It holds many facts that other biographies or stories of the Buddha
dont have, which makes this work so important. The entire epic is
preserved in this rare book, long out of print, which may have otherwise
been lost to the western world.
Molly on the Range - Molly Yeh 2016-10-04
In 2013, food blogger and classical musician Molly Yeh left Brooklyn to
live on a farm on the North Dakota-Minnesota border, where her fiancé
was a fifth-generation Norwegian-American sugar beet farmer. Like her
award-winning blog My Name is Yeh, Molly on the Range chronicles her
life through photos, more than 120 new recipes, and hilarious stories
from life in the city and on the farm. Molly’s story begins in the suburbs
of Chicago in the 90s, when things like Lunchables and Dunkaroos were
the objects of her affection; continues into her New York years, when
Sunday mornings meant hangovers and bagels; and ends in her beloved
new home, where she’s currently trying to master the art of the hotdish.
Celebrating Molly's Jewish/Chinese background with recipes for Asian
Scotch Eggs and Scallion Pancake Challah Bread and her new hometown
Scandinavian recipes for Cardamom Vanilla Cake and Marzipan Mandel
Bread, Molly on the Range will delight everyone, from longtime readers
to those discovering her glorious writing and recipes for the first time.
Dear Poppyseed - Alice Grist 2013-06-20
A soulfully honest, humorous and insightful glimpse at the author's
journey to becoming a mummy.
The High Heeled Guide to Enlightenment - Alice Grist 2009-09-03
The High Heeled Guide to Enlightenment is the must have book for
females who are looking to connect to something other than their

The Bluest Eye - Toni Morrison 2007-05-08
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the acclaimed Nobel Prize winner—a
powerful examination of our obsession with beauty and conformity that
asks questions about race, class, and gender with characteristic subtly
and grace. In Morrison’s acclaimed first novel, Pecola Breedlove—an 11year-old Black girl in an America whose love for its blond, blue-eyed
children can devastate all others—prays for her eyes to turn blue: so that
she will be beautiful, so that people will look at her, so that her world will
be different. This is the story of the nightmare at the heart of her
yearning, and the tragedy of its fulfillment. Here, Morrison’s writing is
“so precise, so faithful to speech and so charged with pain and wonder
that the novel becomes poetry” (The New York Times).
Code Red - Lisa Lister 2020-08-18
Your period has power. Embrace your natural cycle, work with your
hormones and connect to the innate feminine wisdom of your menstrual
cycle. Your period is way more than PMS, carb cravings and lady rage it's actually a 4-part lady code that, once cracked, will uncover a series of
monthly superpowers that can be used to enhance your relationships
with others, build a better business, have incredible sex and create a
'bloody' amazing life. Code Red, from the Creatrix of
www.thesassyshe.com, Lisa Lister, is a call to action. A rallying cry that
dares you to explore, navigate and most importantly, love your lady
landscape. You'll learn how to live and work in complete alignment with
the rhythms of nature, the moon and your menstrual cycle, be inspired
by insights from Wise + Wild Women like Meggan Watterson, Alexandra
Pope and Uma Dinsmore Tuli, and gain access to easy-to-follow
strategies and SHE Flow yoga practices. You'll be invited to connect with
your true nature as a woman, tap into the transformational power of your
innate feminine wisdom and use your menstrual cycle as an everunfolding map to crack your lady code.
Scorpio Moons - Helen Noble 2014-08-29
Scorpio Moons is a collection of dark, secretive and passionate tales of
the deeds of driven women in their search for self-empowerment. In an
astrological sense, the moon embodies the interior of the soul; the
mother of existence, the yin energy of the universe. Scorpio energy is
deep, intensely loving, transformative and potentially destructive. It is
believed that women with the moon in Scorpio, whilst fearlessly
passionate and highly creative, may also become consumed with jealousy
and hell-bent on revenge. With their intuitive ability to see into your soul,
they can make for the most fiercely loyal of friends and the most deadly
of sworn enemies. Committed to the constant of change, equally
powerful in the creative and destructive elements, they are the
Goddesses of Transformation. The secret to their strengths lies in their
invisible thread of endurance; their effortless embodiment of resilience
will ensure they will always be on the cutting edge of life. Scorpio Moons
offers a forbidden glimpse into the interior of the lives of those among
us. It casts a silvery light into the darkest corners, illuminating their
secret desires, revealing their indulgences and highlighting the drama of
their deeds. While speaking of the nature of these powerful individuals, it
also reveals their hidden connections and unveils the transformational
flow of their collective force.
My Ántonia - Willa Cather 1918
The story of a frontier family in the Midwest.
The Forty Rules of Love - Elif Shafak 2010-02-18
In this lyrical, exuberant tale, acclaimed Turkish author Elif Shafak,
author of The Island of Missing Trees (a Reese's Book Club Pick),
incarnates Rumi's timeless message of love The Forty Rules of Love
unfolds two tantalizing parallel narratives—one contemporary and the
other set in the thirteenth century, when Rumi encountered his spiritual
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internet provider! Alice Grist jumps stilettos first into all things spiritual
and conjures up an entertaining, witty and honest account of her search
for Enlightenment.
The Book of Tarot - Alice Grist 2020-07-02
Discover what the cards hold with this clear, inspiring guide to tarot. The
Book of Tarot will help the modern tarot reader understand the spiritual
and intuitive power of the cards, no matter their experience level. With
this book, you will deepen your intuition, understand the deck and
symbols, interpret the cards and, most importantly, learn how to use the
cards as a means of self-discovery, manifestation and personal growth.
Alice Grist has over twenty-five years of experience with reading the
cards and in this book she shares her vast knowledge and secrets. This
gentle and enlightening book brings the tarot fully into the twenty-first
century, while allowing you to gain some serious tarot wisdom. The Book
of Tarot offers an easy and entertaining manifesto to an empowering
everyday tarot practice.
The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook - Deb Perelman 2012-10-30
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • Celebrated food blogger and bestselling cookbook author Deb Perelman knows just the thing for a
Tuesday night, or your most special occasion—from salads and slaws that
make perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to savory tarts and galettes;
from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe. “Innovative,
creative, and effortlessly funny." —Cooking Light Deb Perelman loves to
cook. She isn’t a chef or a restaurant owner—she’s never even
waitressed. Cooking in her tiny Manhattan kitchen was, at least at first,
for special occasions—and, too often, an unnecessarily daunting venture.
Deb found herself overwhelmed by the number of recipes available to
her. Have you ever searched for the perfect birthday cake on Google?
You’ll get more than three million results. Where do you start? What if
you pick a recipe that’s downright bad? With the same warmth, candor,
and can-do spirit her award-winning blog, Smitten Kitchen, is known for,
here Deb presents more than 100 recipes—almost entirely new, plus a
few favorites from the site—that guarantee delicious results every time.
Gorgeously illustrated with hundreds of her beautiful color photographs,
The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook is all about approachable,
uncompromised home cooking. Here you’ll find better uses for your
favorite vegetables: asparagus blanketing a pizza; ratatouille dressing up
a sandwich; cauliflower masquerading as pesto. These are recipes you’ll
bookmark and use so often they become your own, recipes you’ll slip to a
friend who wants to impress her new in-laws, and recipes with simple
ingredients that yield amazing results in a minimum amount of time. Deb
tells you her favorite summer cocktail; how to lose your fear of cooking
for a crowd; and the essential items you need for your own kitchen. From
salads and slaws that make perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to savory
tarts and galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut
Crepe Cake, Deb knows just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your most
special occasion.
Home Is Where the Eggs Are - Molly Yeh 2022-09-27
From the host of Food Network’s Girl Meets Farm and bestselling author
of the IACP award-winning Molly on the Range, a collection of cozy
recipes that feel like celebrations. Home Is Where the Eggs Are is a
beautiful, intimate book full of food that’s best enjoyed in the comfort of
sweatpants and third-day hair, by a beloved Food Network host and new
mom living on a sugar beet farm in East Grand Forks, MN. Molly Yeh’s
cooking is built to fit into life with her baby, Bernie, and the naptimes,
diaper changes, and wiggle time that come with having a young child,
making them a breeze to fit into any sort of schedule, no matter how
busy. They’re low-maintenance dishes that are satisfying to make for
weeknight meals to celebrate empty to-do lists after long workdays, cozy
Sunday soups to simmer during the first (or seventh!) snowfall of the
year, and desserts that will keep happily under the cake dome for long
enough that you will never feel pressure to share. The flavors in this
book draw inspiration from a distinctive blend of Molly’s
experiences—her Chinese and Jewish heritage, her time living in New
York, her husband’s Scandinavian heritage, and their farm in the upper
Midwest. She uses seasonal ingredients that are common in her region
while singlehandedly supporting the za’atar and sumac import industry
in her small town. These influences come together into fuss-free craveable meals that dirty as few dishes as possible and offer loads of prepahead, freezing, and substitution tips, such as: Babka Cereal Mozzarella
Stick Salad Doughnut Matzo Brei Ham and Potato Pizza Chicken and
Stars Soup Orange Blossom Creamsicle Smoothies Hand-pulled Noodles
with Potsticker Filling Sauce Marzipan Chocolate Chip Cookies In Home
Is Where the Eggs Are, the feeling of home starts in the kitchen; just
melt some butter, fry an egg, and build a little memory around it.
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Curative Magic - Rachel Patterson 2020-08-08
Natural Magic for Healing in Heart, Spirit & Soul Join renowned Kitchen
Witch Rachel Patterson as she shares hundreds of her own personal
spells, recipes, and remedies for natural healing. Learn how to release
emotional blocks and use the powerful energies of nature to support selfcare for ailments and challenging life experiences such as: • Guilt •
Worry • Grief • Low Self-Esteem • Obstacles & Blockages • Sleep Issues
• Menses & Menopause • Transitions & Changes • Anxiety • Stress •
Depression • Panic Attacks • Fear For each topic, you will discover
helpful spells and crafts, as well as affirmations, colour magic, crystals,
herbs, foods, incense and essential oil blends, rituals, meditations, and
magic bundles. You will also find dozens of recipes for enchanting treats
and natural bath products: • Body Oil • Bath Salts • Bath Melts • Pulse
Point Balm • Body Powder • Bath Bombs • Body Butter • Body Scrub •
Bath Infusion • Foot Bath • Perfume Blends • Cheese and Rosemary
Muffins • Porridge Any “Witch” Way • Ginger Plum Cake • Cheesy Garlic
Bread • Shortbread • Lemon and Poppy Seed Cupcakes • Fruit Tea Cake
With additional hands-on tips for working with spirit guides and deities
as well as chakras, moon phases, and the elements, this book shares
everything you need for effective magical remedies.
The Bean Trees - Barbara Kingsolver 1998-09-09
Clear-eyed and spirited, Taylor Greer grew up poor in rural Kentucky
with the goals of avoiding pregnancy and getting away. But when she
heads west with high hopes and a barely functional car, she meets the
human condition head-on. By the time Taylor arrives in Tucson, Arizona,
she has acquired a completely unexpected child, a three-year-old
American Indian girl named Turtle, and must somehow come to terms
with both motherhood and the necessity for putting down roots. Hers is a
story about love and friendship, abandonment and belonging, and the
discovery of surprising resources in apparently empty places. Available
for the first time in mass-market, this edition of Barbara Kingsolver's
bestselling novel, The Bean Trees, will be in stores everywhere in
September. With two different but equally handsome covers, this book is
a fine addition to your Kingsolver library.
LDS Preparedness Manual - Christopher Parrett 2008-10-01
Paper Towns - John Green 2013
Quentin Jacobson has spent a lifetime loving Margo Roth Spiegelman
from afar. So when she cracks open a window and climbs into his life dressed like a ninja and summoning him for an ingenious campaign of
revenge - he follows. After their all-nighter ends, Q arrives at school to
discover that Margo has disappeared.
Dear Poppyseed - Alice Grist 2013-07-26
Alice Grist wrote her first two soul-inspiring books and found herself
asking, 'so I'm spiritual...what next?' That question is now answered. It
seems, that what is next, is she is pregnant. Indeed she and her husband
have nine months to embrace a transformation more powerful than any
spiritual awakening she ever dreamed of! Whilst simultaneously
straddling real life, coping with attacks of hormones and finding a path
forward as parents after a decade of doing what they please! Alice
reveals the tricks and trials of a soulful pregnancy, whilst also admitting
to and fully illustrating the all-too-human moments that can befall any
momma to be. Whilst bridging the very human and the super soulful
Alice takes on her pregnancy with gusto, blazing an inspirational,
hilarious and emotional trail.
The High Heeled Guide to Spiritual Living - Alice Grist 2011-07-29
The High Heeled Guide to Spiritual Living is a fiery account of one
woman's mission to bring the deeply soulful into mundane everyday life.
Having experienced all kinds of eventful living in her spiritual skin Alice
Grist presents her empowering secrets of daily spiritual living for the
modern woman (and man).
Waiting in Wonder - Catherine Claire Larson 2022-05-31
Pregnancy is a joyful journey, and Waiting in Wonder helps you celebrate
and journal your way through this special time while growing closer to
God. From the time you discover you're expecting until the moment you
hold that baby in your arms, this devotional journal helps you treasure
God and record your emotions, prayers, and dreams for your baby.
Dirty & Divine - Alice B. Grist 2017-03-03
There is something sacred within you, in all that you are and all that you
do. In a mix of you that is everyday dirty, and spiritually divine, there is
something so perfect, something more. Welcome to your journey back
home; to your dirty, divine passage back to you. Wherever you are,
whether beginner or seasoned tarot practitioner, Dirty & Divine is
written for you, to accompany you on a powerful personal intuitive
journey to plumb the depths of your existence and encompass the
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spectrum of wisdom that the cards can offer. Dirty & Divine is a tarot-led
vision quest to reclaiming your femininity in all its lucid and colourful
depths.
The Promised Land - Mary Antin 1912
Antin emigrated from Polotzk (Polotsk), Belarus [Russia], to Boston,
Massachusetts, at age 13. She tells of Jewish life in Russia and in the
United States.
Food Culture in Germany - Ursula Heinzelmann 2008-06-30
The grown-up Germany of today is able to explore its cultural identity,
including its food culture. For some years now, German food has seen a
return to regionalism, and beloved traditional dishes have been
rediscovered and revived, counteracting to some extent the effects of
globalization and industrialization. As well, a host of new culinary
traditions brought in with new immigrants makes for an exciting food
scene. Food Culture in Germany, written by a native Berliner, is destined
to become a classic as the best source in English for a thorough and upto-date understanding of Germans and their food—the history, foodstuffs,
cooking, special occasions, lifestyle eating habits, and diet and health.
The Historical Overview chapter takes the reader on a culinary tour from
ancient times through the Holy Roman Empire to the Lebensraum of
Hitler and on to reunification of the two Germanys until today's return to
normalcy. Chapter 2, Major Foods and Ingredients, highlights the classic
German staples. Chapter 3, Cooking, discusses the family and gender
dynamics plus cooking techniques and utensils, the German kitchen, and
the professional chef as media figure phenomenon. The Typical Meals
chapter gives an in-depth insider's look at how and what Germans eat
today. Chapter 5, Eating Out, describes the wide range of opportunities
for eating out, from grabbing Currywurst on the street, to lunching in
office and school cafeterias, to meeting friends for coffee and cake at the
Konditerei. German holidays and special occasions are elaborated on in
the context of more secular and younger influences in Chapter 6.
Chapter 7 covers the German diet and the strong interest in health in the
country, with its holistic roots. Food safety, a big topic in Europe today,
is also discussed at length. An introduction, chronology, glossary,
resource guide, selected bibliography, and illustrations complete this
outstanding resource.
Portnoy's Complaint - Philip Roth 2011-04-13
The groundbreaking novel that propelled its author to literary stardom:
told in a continuous monologue from patient to psychoanalyst, Philip
Roth's masterpiece draws us into the turbulent mind of one lust-ridden
young Jewish bachelor named Alexander Portnoy. Portnoy's Complaint n.
[after Alexander Portnoy (1933- )] A disorder in which strongly-felt
ethical and altruistic impulses are perpetually warring with extreme
sexual longings, often of a perverse nature. Spielvogel says: 'Acts of
exhibitionism, voyeurism, fetishism, auto-eroticism and oral coitus are
plentiful; as a consequence of the patient's "morality," however, neither
fantasy nor act issues in genuine sexual gratification, but rather in
overriding feelings of shame and the dread of retribution, particularly in
the form of castration.' (Spielvogel, O. "The Puzzled Penis,"
Internationale Zeitschrift für Psychoanalyse, Vol. XXIV, p. 909.) It is
believed by Spielvogel that many of the symptoms can be traced to the
bonds obtaining in the mother-child relationship.
My New Roots - Sarah Britton 2015-03-31
At long last, Sarah Britton, called the “queen bee of the health blogs” by
Bon Appétit, reveals 100 gorgeous, all-new plant-based recipes in her
debut cookbook, inspired by her wildly popular blog. Every month, half a
million readers—vegetarians, vegans, paleo followers, and gluten-free
gourmets alike—flock to Sarah’s adaptable and accessible recipes that
make powerfully healthy ingredients simply irresistible. My New Roots is
the ultimate guide to revitalizing one’s health and palate, one delicious
recipe at a time: no fad diets or gimmicks here. Whether readers are
newcomers to natural foods or are already devotees, they will discover
how easy it is to eat healthfully and happily when whole foods and plants
are at the center of every plate.
Confessions of a Stripper - Lacey Lane 2004
What really goes on ... inside the mysterious VIP Room? Find out firsthand, as career stripper Lacey Lane unlocks the doors to the secret
sanctums at the center of the action in gentlemen's clubs across
America. Confessions of a Stripper puts you in the middle of the VIP
Room, where freaks, fetishists, scammers, and even normal guys match
wits with the dancers. Here, outlandish fantasies are bought and sold,
and almost nothing is beyond the realm of possibility. This sizzling
memoir also offers instruction on tipping, finessing the bouncers,
negotiating for services, avoiding sucker traps, and--yes--even scoring a
date with a dancer.
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The Disappearing Spoon - Sam Kean 2010-07-12
From New York Times bestselling author Sam Kean comes incredible
stories of science, history, finance, mythology, the arts, medicine, and
more, as told by the Periodic Table. Why did Gandhi hate iodine (I, 53)?
How did radium (Ra, 88) nearly ruin Marie Curie's reputation? And why
is gallium (Ga, 31) the go-to element for laboratory pranksters?* The
Periodic Table is a crowning scientific achievement, but it's also a
treasure trove of adventure, betrayal, and obsession. These fascinating
tales follow every element on the table as they play out their parts in
human history, and in the lives of the (frequently) mad scientists who
discovered them. THE DISAPPEARING SPOON masterfully fuses science
with the classic lore of invention, investigation, and discovery--from the
Big Bang through the end of time. *Though solid at room temperature,
gallium is a moldable metal that melts at 84 degrees Fahrenheit. A
classic science prank is to mold gallium spoons, serve them with tea, and
watch guests recoil as their utensils disappear.
This One Is Mine - Maria Semple 2008-12-04
Violet Parry is living the quintessential life of luxury in the Hollywood
Hills with David, her rock-and-roll manager husband, and her darling
toddler, Dot. She has the perfect life--except that she's deeply unhappy.
David expects the world of Violet but gives little of himself in return.
When she meets Teddy, a roguish small-time bass player, Violet comes
alive, and soon she's risking everything for the chance to find herself
again. Also in the picture are David's hilariously high-strung sister, Sally,
on the prowl for a successful husband, and Jeremy, the ESPN
sportscaster savant who falls into her trap. For all their recklessness,
Violet and Sally will discover that David and Jeremy have a few surprises
of their own. THIS ONE IS MINE is a compassionate and wickedly funny
satire about our need for more--and the often disastrous choices we
make in the name of happiness.
Freedom to Choose - Barbara Evans 1984
Depicts the life of Helena Wright and describes her efforts to educate
women about sex and promote the use of birth control
The Exorcist - William Peter Blatty 2011-10-04
Originally published in 1971, The Exorcist remains one of the most
controversial novels ever written and went on to become a literary
phenomenon. Inspired by a true story of a child’s demonic possession in
the 1940s, William Peter Blatty created an iconic novel that focuses on
Regan, the eleven-year-old daughter of a movie actress residing in
Washington, D.C. A small group of overwhelmed yet determined
individuals must rescue Regan from her unspeakable fate, and the drama
that ensues is gripping and unfailingly terrifying. Two years after its
publication, The Exorcist was, of course, turned into a wildly popular
motion picture, garnering ten Academy Award nominations. On opening
day of the film, lines of the novel’s fans stretched around city blocks. In
Chicago, frustrated moviegoers used a battering ram to gain entry
through the double side doors of a theater. In Kansas City, police used
tear gas to disperse an impatient crowd who tried to force their way into
a cinema. The three major television networks carried footage of these
events; CBS’s Walter Cronkite devoted almost ten minutes to the story.
The Exorcist was, and is, more than just a novel and a film: it is a true
landmark. Purposefully raw and profane, The Exorcist still has the
extraordinary ability to disturb readers and cause them to forget that it is
“just a story.” Published here in this beautiful fortieth anniversary
edition, it remains an unforgettable reading experience and will continue
to shock and frighten a new generation of readers.
My Hundred Million Dollar Secret - David Weinberger 2006-07-01
A boy can get awfully confused when he wins $100,000,000 in a state
lottery...and can't tell anyone about it.
Born to Run - Christopher McDougall 2011-03-29
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The astonishing and hugely entertaining
story that completely changed the way we run. An epic adventure that
began with one simple question: Why does my foot hurt? “Equal parts
quest, physiology treatise, and running history.... The climactic race
reads like a sprint.... It simply makes you want to run.” —Outside
Magazine Isolated by Mexico's deadly Copper Canyons, the blissful
Tarahumara Indians have honed the ability to run hundreds of miles
without rest or injury. In a riveting narrative, award-winning journalist
and often-injured runner Christopher McDougall sets out to discover
their secrets. In the process, he takes his readers from science labs at
Harvard to the sun-baked valleys and freezing peaks across North
America, where ever-growing numbers of ultra-runners are pushing their
bodies to the limit, and, finally, to a climactic race in the Copper Canyons
that pits America’s best ultra-runners against the tribe. McDougall’s
incredible story will not only engage your mind but inspire your body
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when you realize that you, indeed all of us, were born to run. Look for
Born to Run 2, coming in December!
Missional Motherhood - Gloria Furman 2016-05-13
There's no such thing as “just” a mom. Despite the routine tasks and
mundane to-do lists, motherhood is anything but insignificant. God has
designed motherhood as part of his greater plan to draw people to
himself—instilling all women, whether called to traditional mothering or
not, with an eternal purpose in nurturing others. In this book, Gloria
Furman searches the Scriptures for the mission of God in motherhood.
She opens our eyes to God's life-giving promises—promises intended to
empower each and every woman as she makes disciples in her home, in
her neighborhood, and around the world.
Fugitive Pieces. [In verse. By F. Greensted. Second edition.] - 1800

and effective source for tapping Eastern 'ways' at a fundamental level of
inquiry." --Wilbur M. Fridell, University of California, Santa Barbara
To the Lighthouse - Virginia Woolf 2019-05-04
To the Lighthouse (5 May 1927) is a novel by Virginia Woolf. A landmark
novel of high modernism, the text, centering on the Ramsay family and
their visits to the Isle of Skye in Scotland between 1910 and 1920,
skillfully manipulates temporality and psychological exploration.To the
Lighthouse follows and extends the tradition of modernist novelists like
Marcel Proust and James Joyce, where the plot is secondary to
philosophical introspection, and the prose can be...
Sinsational - Alice Grist 2014-07-02
Do you play like a demon at the weekend, but pray for an angel come
Monday? Perhaps you harbour a penchant for dancing all night long, a
secret tattoo or a tendency towards an occasional overindulgence, or
three? Yet in spite of these minor 'sins' you feel connected to something
more and you yearn for soulful depth. Your true path towards your own
soul is, quite rightly, wayward, dramatic, raucous, jouyous and
Sinsational! Your spiritual journey will see you trip and stumble over
your own emotions, thinkings and doings. This is the way it is meant to
be. Sinsational will address your contradictions, bring them home, and
set your soul alight with the power of you. Sinsational is a powerful
collection of articles from award winning author and spiritual diva, Alice
Grist. It will plumb the depths of your soul offering up guidance,
laughter, inspiration and solace as you begin your passage towards your
very personal version of modern day, fabulously female spirituality.
Sinsational is the only place where you can find all of Alice's articles in
one place, alongside exclusive brand new articles written solely for this
book. Sinsational covers an array of Women's life issues from love, to
body issues, femininity to feminism and rock 'n' roll to a dollop of happy
Soul. Sinsational will alight your intuitive fire, sparkle up your inner
goddess and have you nodding along in powerful recognition.
Vineland - Thomas Pynchon 2012-06-13
“Later than usual one summer morning in 1984 . . .” On California’s foghung North Coast, the enchanted redwood groves of Vineland County
harbor a wild assortment of sixties survivors and refugees from the
“Nixonian Reaction,” still struggling with the consequences of their past
lives. Aging hippie freak Zoyd Wheeler is revving up for his annual act of
televised insanity when news reaches that his old nemesis, sinister
federal agent Brock Vond, has come storming into Vineland at the head
of a heavily armed Justice Department strike force. Zoyd instantly
disappears underground, but not before dispatching his teenage
daughter Prairie on a dark odyssey into her secret, unspeakable past. . . .
Freely combining disparate elements from American popular
culture—spy thrillers, ninja potboilers, TV soap operas, sci-fi
fantasies—Vineland emerges as what Salman Rushdie has called in The
New York Times Book Review “that rarest of birds: a major political
novel about what America has been doing to itself, to its children, all
these many years.”

Soaring - A Teen's Guide to Spirit and Spirituality - Deneen Vukelic
2015-03-27
Have you always wanted to know why you are here? What your life
purpose is? Have you wanted to be reassured that you are not alone and
there is someone "up there" helping you? Have you wanted a better
understanding of who God is? If your answer is "yes" then this is the
book for you. This detailed guide will give you an in-depth understanding
of spirituality and the wonderful spiritual beings who assist us in
everyday life. It's written specifically for you, not your parents. You will
learn about Free Will, intuitive development, who the Archangels are,
and spirit guides; how to figure out your divine purpose, how to live and
view your life positively, and much, much more. You are not alone and
have never been alone. You are here on earth for a very special purpose,
and this book can help you figure out what that purpose is by providing
you with the information and spiritual tools you will need to blaze your
own spiritual trail.
Ways of Thinking of Eastern Peoples - Hajime Nakamura 1981-05-01
"There is hardly any book equal to Ways of Thinking of Eastern Peoples
in terms of its thorough and systematic presentation of the intricate
thought patterns of Asian peoples. The book not only is an essential
reference for the student of Asian culture, but also for students of
philosophy, religion, anthropology, and art, as it is an excellent source
for aiding the student in gaining a deeper understanding of each facet of
Oriental thought." --Isshi Yamada, Northwestern University "The clearest
discussion and analysis of these complex subjects that I have found. My
advanced undergraduate students find this work to be 'stimulating',
'challenging' and comprehensible.' The organization of the text enhances
the usefulness of this volume, but it is the high quality of the scholarship
that makes Ways of Thinking a most valuable addition to Asian studies
and to the academic training of upper division students." --Ann B.
Radwan, University of North Florida "I find Ways of thinking a most
provocative source for exploring with my students certain basic themes
in Eastern religion and culture. Used carefully, it is a most stimulating
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